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This book is meant to be a guide for anyone that has ever wanted to start their own greenhouse

project but felt that they never had the time, material, or proper instruction to get their project up off

of the ground. This guide is easy to read and even easier to comprehend as we go over the basics

from sun lighting techniques to proper care of plants all the way to how to make money off of your

veggies!  If you would like to learn more about greenhouse care without having to get a PHD in

botany this book is for you! The useless technical jargon that fills other greenhouse tutorials is cut

away as we uncover tried and tested methods of greenhouse development. So come along with us

as we explore all of the idiosyncrasies of greenhouse methods that have been helping to sustain

whole communities for the past thousand years! As we take the lead from Emperors and hipsters

alike, going green has never been easier!  Some things covered in this book:  â€¢ Basic

Greenhouse Construction  â€¢ Greenhouse Maintenance  â€¢ Types of Greenhouse Plants  â€¢

Diseases and Conditions of Plants  â€¢ How to Market Your Greenhouse Products
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Every summer I buy few tropical plants and enjoy them bloom throughout the summer.It's a painful

sight to see them wither during winter. So I decided to build small green house to save my plants.

But I did not know where to start. This book gave me a lot of insight on green house gardening. It

could also be helpful for those who are looking forward to grow plants in controlled environment on

large scale.



I love organic home grown vegetables, but it is possible only during the warmer months of the year.

I wanted to extend the growing phase during the winter as well. So I have decided to build my own

green house that lets me enjoy home grown veggies all year long. This book provides excellent

information on how to build a green house, growing veggies and flowers throughout the year, green

house pests and fighting disease etc. As a beginner I found this book very useful.

All my adult life I have dreamt of having a small garden where after my hard work day I could to rest

near beautiful plants admiring and taking care of them. Now I got the opportunity to make my dream

real. But an interesting idea aroused: maybe it is better to construct a tiny greenhouse? So I got this

book as the source of knowledge for making my decision. You know, I incline to positive side. The

book could convince me. As for beginner, it contains information and pictures that look attractive

and persuasive. It seems it is not too difficult to realize what is written there. And the book briefly

describes all steps for doing this, from building the greenhouse, to choosing the best plants for

growing, to fighting plantsâ€™ diseases. There is even a chapter about marketing, but Iâ€™m going

to have really tiny greenhouse, only for my needs and pleasure. So this part of the book is not for

me.

I love spring because it's so colorful and wish it lasts for ever. I know it's not possible but I can have

spring in my garden throughout the year with the help of the green house. I found this book helpful

in understanding the basics of building the greenhouse, growing vegetables and flowers. The

marketing strategies also seem impressive and reasonable as growing season for a green house

garden is more than the standard gardening methods so the yield is also more. It's an informative

read.

It is an easy book for beginners. You can find ways to create your own garden.The autor is clear .

You don't need a lot of things and money to have your vegetables.
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